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CASE STUDY

How GMSArena Secured their
Ad Blocked Impressions and Ad Revenue

BACKGROUND
GSMArena is a popular technology blog
that covers the latest news on everything
‘smartphone’. From new releases and
updates, tech development, product
reviews, to an assortment of other topics
like high-tech cameras, smart-watches, and
mobile-apps, among others.
Website: gsmarena.com
Industry: IAB19-6 (Technology)
Monthly traffic: 62.5 M
Avg. monthly adblocked pageviews: ~12M
SimilarWeb global rank: #702
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PROBLEM STATEMENT
Though GSMArena registered fairly high
engagement from its visitors, a sizeable
chunk of their traffic was found to be
using AdBlock/AdBlock Plus webbrowser extensions that were preventing
the ads from being seen by users.
As the majority of adblock inventory
monetization solutions in the market are
anti-user*, the team at one point preferred
to forfeit their ad revenue instead of
compromising the user experience of their
audience by forcibly showing ads.

As a result, the publisher ended up losing
a significant chunk of their ad revenue to
AdBlock/AdBlock Plus user traffic, before
discovering AdRecover.
To summarize, GSMArena signed up with
AdRecover to achieve the following:
Monetize ad blocked share of traffic
Preserve user experience
Remain compliant to AdBlock rules

SOLUTIONS IMPLEMENTED
AdRecover's integration on GSMArena took five minutes to set up—from adding a single
line of code in the head tag of the website to replicating their existing ad layouts and
creating new ones that would be displayed to the AdBlock users.
Immediately after AdRecover was live, the platform started serving impressions to
AdBlock users while adhering to the 'Acceptable Ads' standards that grant users the
right to opt-out of ads if they wish to—a measure to maintain high user experience.
Here, the key to a long term and sustainable monetization strategy for ad block inventory
was to be a pro-user^ technology—for which AdRecover educates the users about how
ads help keep the world's information free, accessible, and the editorial unbiased. But at
the same time, users still have the option to opt-out and report the ads they don't like, on
which we ensure prompt actions.
The screenshots coming up give a clear picture of the optimizations that were made on
the website:
*Anti-user means applying unethical methods and technology to circumvent adblock extensions and
forcefully show ads to site visitors. Such solutions do not follow the ‘Acceptable Ads’ non-intrusive ad
format by Eyeo, the company behind the most widely used adblocking extension, AdBlock/AdBlock Plus.
^Pro-user, as opposed to anti-user, adheres to the ‘Acceptable Ads’ guidelines and displays only nonintrusive and clearly distinguishable ad formats to site visitors. This approach is widely used to preserve
the experience of the audience.
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1. GSMArena during normal browsing on Firefox

2. GSMArena after turning on AdBlock

3. Displaying ads on GSMArena through AdRecover with AdBlock on
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FINAL RESULTS
Using AdRecover’s pro-user ad delivery, GSMArena was able to bolster their existing ad
revenue by monetizing their previously unused ad blocked inventory. The website
witnessed a 610% increase in impressions served on ad blocked inventory, resulting in
1125% increase in incremental revenue based on year-on-year growth.
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AdRecover is the world’s first client-side, pro-user adblock monetization solution, designed to
unlock revenue from ad blocked inventory without compromising UX. With a single-line code
integration, it enables publishers to measure and monetize ad impressions that are otherwise lost
to ad block users. The platform provides robust visitor analytics with cross-device ad layout
testing, along with access to premium demand from 50+ demand partners. AdRecover is created
by AdPushup, a Google Certified Publishing Partner (GCPP) and IAB member.
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